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1. Introduction 
At present it is becoming clear that the number H of gravitinos 

does not specify the kind of extended eupergravity completely. Even 
in the simplest case,H»1,we are aware of, at least, three super-
gravities. Two H»2 versions are already known. Por higher H one may 
expect even greater diversity. The versions differ by the content of 
auxiliary fields. Correspondingly, differences occur in the inter
actions with matter fields, in the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry 
breaking (when auxiliary fields get nonzero vacuum expectations); 
also, in some versions Important additional local symmetries appear, 
etc. In view of all that it seems instructive to study the simplest 
case,Na1, in detail. In the first part of the present talk we shall 
discuss N»1 eupergravity In the linearized limit, the structure of 
currents - sources in it and the free equations of motion. These 
quite elementary arguments are very useful in a preliminary sort out 
of the various possible sets of auxiliary fields. 

In the second, main part of the talk the intrinsic geometries 
of the different H»1 theories and their action principle in super-
space will be discussed. We shall show that each version has its 
own, Inherent complex geometry In which the basic postulates and 
equations of the theory become natural and clear. 

A special attention will be paid to the new version of N-1 
eupergravity with local \J (1) symmetry' » '. It reveals some unique 
geometric properties and poses new questions. 

The content of the second part of the talk is as follows.First, 
a framework ' for the description of the various H«1 models ia 
Introduced. A complex superspace С 'is considered with 

'It has already been used for both minimal'3**' and non-
minxmal' ' / H«1 supergravities. 

' С ' means a complex superspace with И vector and k 
spinor coordinates. 
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coordinate transformations leaving invariant the chlral С ' sub-
space. The physical real auperapace R ' is embedded in С ' as 
a hypersurface specified by an axial and a spinor 
superfields. The Einstein supergravity is described by a one-para
meter (.й) family of supergroups, preserving a certain relation 
between the Berezlnians (superdeterminants) of the (• and '-
coordinate transformations. This relation becomes particularly simple 
for two values of П . For II * -% the С supervolume is preserv-
ed and this is the case of minimal supergravity. Рог л «о the С 
supervolume is preserved. This ease exhibits a number of new 
features. First, in the Wess-Zumino gauge there ie a local 
invariance. Second, a peculiar geometric invariant emerges. It is 
the Berezinian of the change of variables from left to right-handed 
parametrization of +. which in this and only this case transforms 
as a (dlmensionless) scalar superfield. It corresponds to an in
variant subset of 8+8 fields. The latter can, and moreover, have to 
be constrained in order to write down an action. Third, unlike all 
other cases of B"«1 supergravity here the action is not the invariant 
volume 8\ ' ( the latter Just vanishes (cf. /6b, 7/) when the whole 
8+8 subset la eliminated). The action Is now given by a new type of 
invariant''' Involving the part of the vielbelns. The con
straint reducing the number of fields from 20+20 to 12+12 can be 
solved explicitly in terms of fields in the WZ gauge. The resulting 
theory is exactly the one of Hef. /1/. We can easily solve this 
constraint in terms of superflelds at the linearized level reproduc
ing the result of Ref. /8/. However, finding the full nonlinear 
superfield solution is still an open problem with possible Implicat
ions for extended supergravity. lot* also that another, weaker 
constraint leads to a theory with 16+16 fields ( Т/(Л) supergravity 
Interacting with 4+4 matter fields in a specific way). This version 

la at present under Investigation and will be discussed only briefly 
In this talk. 
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An analysis of the X/(A) supergravity was already made In 
Hef. /7/ in the framework of the real £ ' geometry supplemented by 
appropriate algebraic constraints. When tranelated into this language 
our results are consistent with those of Ref. /7/. 

2. Linearized Supermultlpleta of Fields and Currents 
It is well known that Einstein gravity can be considered as the 

Amil „ ._ _ _. generated by the symmetric 
energy-momentum tensor Vmn of all fields Including the gravltation-
al one: 

The operator in the l.h.s. of the equation is degenerate (owing to 
gauge invariance). For consistency of the theory the energy-momentum 
tensor must be conserved, v-m & =• 0 • This means that as a 
Poincare group representation Ц,„ contains spins 2 and 0 (the 
latter corresponds to the trace fr m )> i.e, just the spins of the 
interacting graviton'°'. In the case of conformal gravity ( pure 
spin 2 ) the source of и. is the conserved tensor & m n. with 
vanishing tra^e £ * m * 0 . 

The theories of supergravity can be treated analogously. There 
the energy-momentum tensor &mn and the spin-vector current of 
supersymmetry Xm«t enter the same supermultiplet' ' '•'. The latt
er Is the source of the supergravity multiplet' z'. It is very im
portant that this current multiplet is not unique. Its different 
versions lead to different H»1 supergravities. As we shall see, 
the reason is the reducibility of the current multiplet with respect 
to the supersymnetry group. We recall that instead of spin In super-
symmetry one considers superspin taking integer and half-integer 
values too. An irreducible representation with superspin Y contains 
spins Y+V 2»Y» V! V- / 2 and a euperfield with an external 
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Lorentz index corresponding to apin i eontalna euperaplna J+Vt, 
i>itj-"'* /13,14/# Therefore, the simplest repreaentation Includ

ing apin 2 has auperapln 7,1 The auperapln A current multiplet 
Includes the conserved ^-current I 5 besides Ртя and Jnot t 

Spin Current Conservation Law 

Such a current multiplet generates the multiplet of fields of 
conformal supergravity containing the vierbein *?A , the gravitlno 

vf-*! and the gauge vector A * ' 1 5 Л This field multiplet des
cribee superapln '/» in the Interaction. The multipleta of fialda 
and currents can be placed in a real axial auperfield и- llfli*) 
and an axial supercurrant V M (*,••,») , respectively' ' ' . The 
latter obeys the conservation law 

rai^V-'-O (2) 
which singles out superapin / 2. 

In conformal supergravity the order of the equations of motion 
ie too high. We are rather interested In Einstein aupargravity with 
the usual order of the equations (second for bosons, first for 
fermions). 'fhere the dimension of the ooupling constant X la cm 
(̂  fc = C = l) and the auperconformal invariance la broken, so. In 
particular, 9 w f O . There are various ways to break down the 
symmetry. In ordinary minimal supergravity it la done as follows. 
The supercurrent V M (.Yt&i&) has external spii ' and 0, and, 
correspondingly, superspinw У « v 2 , 1, 1, V 2 » V 2 » 0, 0. Consider 
the reducible current aubmultiplet with superspina Y • v » , 0, 0. 
The superapins Y • 0,0 contain spins ( / 2 ) 2 , (0)* which can be 
carried by 67,T j*l } fr*1* , ^ „ J * ( now the latter don't 
vanish). The two remaining apin 0 currents generate the auxiliary 
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fielda S and P . The axial field A** ceaaea to be a gauge 
one: О ш (** 10 • finally, the multiplet of minimal 1»1 super-
gravity coaalata of the gauge fielda в*Г ,,Ч'1 " n d t n * «uxiliary 
fielda A*" , S , P .The equation of motion i a / 1 2 / 

The operator in the l.h.s. of Kq.(3) ia proportional to the aquare 
root of the projectors for supersplns 3/ 2. 0, o' '. It ia 
degenerstef so the r.h.s. must be ooneerredt 

Eq.(4) means that V contalna euperapins Y - "V 2,O fO. The general 
algorithm for finding superourrenta obeying Eq. (4) ia given in 
Ref./16/ and also Hef./17/. 

This scenario is not unique. Instead of superaplne 0,0 one 
can add superspin '/g to the auperapin •*/_ of conformal super-
gravity. Consider first the auperapin /, which ia contained in the 
superfield V with 9 M V * 0 (this is just the case of the new 
minimal veraion of supergravity). With the help of the projection 
operators'"' one can find out that the spins 1,</ 2) t 0 in the 
superspln 1/ 2 are distributed aa follows! &*\, ia spin 0, 

^th^l* J X ie ( / 2 ) t epln 1 is carried by • conserved anti
symmetric tensor generating a gauge antisymmetric auxiliary field 
Atom ("notoph"' ' ) . Kotlce that all spine 0 are already used, 

so the axial current has to be conserved, ""t^ i * » О . The 
multiplet of fielda now conaiata of the physical gauge fielda 
** 1 'i'M. ""^ t n # •uxlliary gauge fielda A , 4 
equation of notion i« * ' 

Cb,t«]k K =*V w . (5, 
The operator in the l.h.a. of Kq.(5) is proportional to the aquare 
root of the sum of projectors for the auperapin 3/ 2 and one of the 
supersplna / 2. The oonaervatlon laws for the r.h.a. now are 
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s*vw»"eV*»44V«o. (б) 
It la Important to realise that Be.. (5) la juat the linearised equat
ion of motion. The full nonlinear auperfleld theory inrolYea both 
an axial and a epinor superfielda (see below). 

If the auperapin v , ia combined with the auperapis / 2 from 
^ V * the apin 0 will be carried by %, \ J \ the apina ( V 2 ) 2 , 
by GV^/} A *nd the trace of energy-momentum tenaor muat vaniah, 

9m

m*0 . It la not hard to write down th* linearised 
equations of notion for this caeai 

(Л*,* »*»*»* - I t1~,1*l ) I-* " « ^ (7) 
and to find out the field content. The local f -lnrarianoa of the 
previous ease ia new replaced by local dilatation*.This formulation 
does not include the unrestricted Binstein group of coordinate 
transformations and, apparently, it cannot be generalised for the 
'nteraotlng oaae. 

Finally, there exiata nonminimal K»1 aupergravity'''. We shall 
only notice that the current multlplet contains auperaplna '/2i 
< V 2 ) 2 , (0) 4. 

Here we end the brief description of the linearised limit of 
••1 aupergravity. The most natural way out of thia approximation is 
to use superspaee and its geometry. 

3. Complex Superapacc 
Let ua first recall the geometric framework for nonminimal 

aupergraTity^5' applied in Hef. /6/ in the spirit of Ref./ЭЛ 
Consider a complex superspace 

where X^* are 4 complex vector coordinates and &t i ft1* ere 
4 complex epinor ones. The conjugated coordinates will carry 
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an Index R г 

(на- f *:*№, v-k«f л*м9/)1}. <« 
To distinguish theae two parametrizatlons of С ' we call them 
left and right-handed. 

How we introduce a gauge group in f , v . We choose it to be 
the group of analytic transformations of the coordinates which leave 
the chlral subspeee 

f M . f j J - f a V / J do) 
invariant. In other words, the group has a "triangular" structure 

JV 1» ^(t*.,»*.) (11) 

where p\ and Ĵ  are chiral superfunctions - parameters and 
С r is a general one. 

The next step is to introduce the real superspace 

as a hypersurface in 

ТГЧ*,»,*)- Ь,хГ _, _, _, (i3) 

Here the coordinates of £^ /j? ' are made arbitrary functions 
of the coordinates of £*'* . The superfunctions { # " J f 1 J^*1 

define the hypersurface and simultaneously determine the (curved) 
geometry of jc • The group (4) induces the following trans
formations 

K""-X'"+ | t r ^ j + ^ ^ ^ ] 
¥*»•**+tflb,9i) (14..) 

ТЯГ. #"• фв',»')- JTfrAW - |J>*is^4b*>J 
s^ r - tf «W,»"J -х^м,»)«х****«)-;л«*о (u*b> 
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w i t h x4".x-+e**G'A*> , 4VV*'4 

7/-yA+«<*fr,»>» _ < 1 4 * c ) 

(and their conjugates) being now functions of X, 0, e> rather than 
independent coordinates. In what follows we shall refer to ZL 

of Xq.(14.c) as left (or right)-handed parametrizations of f.4'4 . 
The transformations (14) correspond to conformal super-gravity. 

Restricting then appropriately one can obtain the transformation 
group of Einstein supergravity. Owing to the triangular structure of 
the group (4) the Berezinians r,f both the С ' and С ' trans
formations hare multiplicative property. So we can single out sub
groups by imposing a natural restriction 

i^cay]*"*-НфГ 
oi<, infiniteslmally, . 

Bach value of n. corresponds to a nonminimal formulation of super-
gravity with 20+20 fields'". There are only two exceptions. 

At M a - */» *q-(15) takes the form 

Bftftf'iZ'*- ) - i. (17) 
i.e, the transforaations preserve the supervolunia of С .In this 
case the parameters f i ? "re n o t restricted and with their 
help the spinor superfielde Jt *\ "X * o a n D e gauged away (just 
as in conformal supergravity). Thus one recovers the minimal 
formulation with 124-12 fields. It has been described in detail earli-

and we are not going to discuss it here. 
The second exceptional value, h =• 0 • corresponds to the 

preservation of the total supervolume of С ' .At h = o Eq.(15) 
reduces to / » \ 

Respectively, the supervolume element я ̂ <*"<»Vie invariant. 
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This value of /I la connected with the new minimal version of 
supergravity as will be explained below. 

4. Pield Content and Transformations 
The field content of each of the above-described formulations 

and the meaning of the field transformations are revealed in the 
Wess-Zumino gauge. We ehall do it here with thi intention to shew 
how the local group emerges in the case H- * О 

The parameters ^""j A j P * have the following decomposi
tion consistent with Bq.(l6) 

All parameters in the r.h.s. of Eg.(19) are functions of X^ 
Prom Eqs.(14),(19) one finds that j ^ " 1 can be gauged into 

%щЫ,*,ъ)« fi^e^ +*xfiW+*Wf'+ **'*«Т (20) 

by means of fixing the parameters Ь i)^ м , С **j a in Bq. (19). 
Note that й щ in fa) remains unrestricted and it serves as 
the parameter of general coordinate transformations. Further, {к 
transforms as follows 

^ "» » « + i v t 
+ ? M » < T > + ... ( 2 1 > 
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where the dots denote field-dependent terms. Bow one sees that for 
ПфО t-*jl ,-"/} one can gauge # < " into' 5' 

by means of fixing all parameters except £ ?*(*.) (local super-
symmetry) and k> ''T1' (X) (local Lorentz). The components in 
Eq.(20),(22) correspond to the nonminimal set of fields. 

5. Peculiarities of the tl=0 Case» U(i) local Group and 
Existence of an Invariant 
It is remarkable that for /11О the parameter: 

(of local YV- , or va) transformations) drops out of Eq.(21) so 
it cannot be fixed and 7f becomes 

r (23) 

In comparison with Eq.(22) an additional real pseudoscalar field 
A M appears. At the same time V "" undergoes now gradient 
transformations, so the total number of components is again 20+20 . 

So, in the family of nonminimal sets of fields there is one and 
only one allowing for local transformations. This is not 
yet the set for the new minimal version of N«1 supergravity as we 
still have 20+20 fields instead of 12+12. However, it turns out that 
8+8 fields of this set form a subset closed under supersymmetry 
transformations. This can be shown by the following clear gecmetric-
al reasoning. As was stressed above, for HsO the С ' super-
volume is preserved. Consequently, both d^ and fh *№**)* 
are invariant. On the real hyi'arsurface (13) </' ̂ . end d 2g 

'Hote that for » « - f l the parameter йМ drops out but 
0 m a (*) remains and the gauge can still be fixed as in Eq.(22> 

although thus restricting She general coordinate transformations'-''. 
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are connected by the change of variables(eee Bq.(14.c)) 3^*2-»2|[ 

Therefore the quantity 

le invariant under the transformations (11), (15) tor,- and only 
for П s 0 • The explicit form of can be easily calcul-
a t e d [$."*&*" о *&* 

«wcr^+vjf*) ( 2 6 ) 

/ 4 / where '^' ^ „ _ , . i „ л 

so 

Т/Л,*»! Aifc-W***? AdW+W) 

Clearly, X7 Z7 I * I t therefore £7s«ic»(i'a) • The real super-
field U ()(,&,&) is the carrier of the invariant 8+8 subset. It is 
a new quantity not yet encountered either in minimal or nonminimal 
supergravity. Its roots are essentially in the complex structure of 

С and it cannot be explained in the framework of real super-
space geometry. It is neither a torsion nor a curvature component, 
nor anything else known in real supergeometry. 

6.Conatr»intr on the Prepotentlala 
Since is an invariant object it can be used to write down 

constraints. In fact, one must do that if one wishes to construct 
an action. Indeed, as was mentioned above, the field 4i*x^-><f!v 

in Bq.(33) (as well as Д in Eq.(20)) transforms as a gauge 
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Held for Т7СЛ.) . However, Its dimension is Cw~ l *' so It 
cannot have a normal kinetic term of the type Руи*> F . The only 
way it can enter a Lagrangian la to be coupled to a divergenceless 
(i.e, constrained) axial vector field. This is, indeed, the case 
realized in the new minimal version of Ref./1,2/. The corresponding 
constraint is 

The solution to it Is easily found in terms of components in the 
VZ gauge (20),(23): 

A - O, ]> -O , & « о , •*. - | W , J» f i9^tp (29.a) 
^(*1И-ва*,И)«<'' (29'b> 

Bq. (29.b) means that 

Д ^ - ^ ^ . Г ^ Ч М ,**<«-«<* (30) 
so the "notoph"'18' 4к< of Ref. /1,2/(together with its addition
al invarlance ЬИк.« * ^tc^t'^t^x) appears as a solution to 
the constraint. 

7. Invariant Integrals and Action Principle 
The constraint (28) enables us to write down an action. To this 

V end we first need an invariant integral for ft ' . Let J2 
parametrised by Zj. (or their conjugates 2 ^ ) defined in 
Eq.(14.c) instead of 2 M • Then, according to the geometric 
meaning of our gauge group (11),(18) the following integrals 

be 

(31) 

*' m ^ h l ^ ' ^ but all components of ft ** have 
to Include a factor fi( £3t1-(l* since they vanish in the flat limit. 
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are invariant. Here Ф(г) ia a real scalar superfield, and 
^i.(*x)«ф<С*»)'*^?). Further, MB a consequence of the constraint (28) 

ГА^^гЯ.УГ) ^ £ f ^ £ ^ £ ^ l »E (32) 
therefore 

I i - V f * * E>W. оэ) 
Vote that the density E la in fact the Bereainian of vielbelna 
for the curved with local in the tangent apace (aae 
Sect.8). If we ohooae »(a)»l in Eq.(31) the integrals will vaniab 
and ao will the Integral in Eq.(33), i.e.,the invariant volume of 
J£ ' (the same phenomenon was observed in Bet./7/, вое also 
Ref./бЪ/). So,the aupervolume of a? ia not an adequate action 
for я л С unlike all eaaea with пфО . If we had son» 
nontrivial dimenaionleaa scalar auperfield Ф constructed out of 
the prepotentiala we could put it in Bq.(33) and try this aa an 
action; however, the only such object is XT' (27) and it ia 1 in our 
севе. 

Fortunately, the unique propertiea of the superapace in thla 
caae provide another way of constructing an action. Suppose that 

J> in Bq. (ЗУ is not a scalar but transforms as follows» 

where 
г.*к*ч9*) / e*j?r*«,SkJ i * = ^ 

are воше left and right-handed "- (chlral) parameters. Then 

because £ ((>) is independent of й» л f y> £ >) . Such type of 
invariant was proposed in Ref./7/. In our approach the auper
field ф can be constructed in terms of prepotentiala! 
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I. \ 4/. ( 3 5 ) 

It transforms according to Eq.(34) with 

being the variation of the C H , i volume element. In fact, F is 
a part of the vielbeins c+ . £ fr (see below). 

How we are prepared to write down the action for the new 
minimal version. Putting Eqs.(32),(35) into the Invariant integral 
one finds 

which ahould be considered together with the constraint (28).Insert
ing the component field solution (29),(30) to this constraint into 
the action (36) one obtains exactly the action of Ref./1/. 

A major question In the present formulation is how to solve 
the constraint (28) in terms of superflelds. It is easily done In 
the linearized limit 

The solution is (up to gauge freedom) 

АЛ 4 eL^fyk* о?) 
and the linearized action (36) is in agreement with Ref./8/ (see 
alao Eq.(5)). In the nonlinear case the answer is not yet known. 
It seems likely that the local Lorentz gauge ( in X - space) has 
to be fixed (such a possibility in the theory of relativity is 
known'"' ). After that the antisymmetric part of the vierbein €л 

will play the role of the tensor tf *,•, . then a single vector 
prepotential will describe all the fields of the model and the un
constrained variation of the action (36) will produce the vector 
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equation of motion the linear approximation to which is Eq.(15). 
In any case, it is important to Investigate this point because it 
might help to solve the analogous problem in H-2 supergravity. 
There' ' the superfields J( V " Д ' are also constrained, 
the volume also vanishes as a consequence of the constraints. The 
linearized solution is known' ' but it is not clear how to general
ize it to the nonlinear casr». 

8. Differential geometry in #г 4 '" 
In order to compare the results of the present approach with 

those of Ref. /7/ one has to develop the differential geometry 
formalism for JE ' • It is a straightforward procedure ( see 
Ref./4/). notice that it can be done before imposing the constr
aint (28) (the latter is needed only for the action). 

The derivative 

V* Ф * (1 • Д * ) "•« P Ар Ф (38) 
of a scalar euperfield transforms covariantly under the group (11), 
(15) (infinitesiually): 

SOW» -fafQv^~\tyM-K?)v^ •<39) 

The second term in Eq.(3&) is an induced Lorentz transformation in 
the tangent superspace, while the first one is an induced Weyl one. 
In fact, the analysis of the component structure suggests that only 
the [/(l) part of the induced Weyl tangent group is essential. The 
dilatation part can be compensated for by introducing a factor F 
into the definition of the spinor covariant derivative of a scalar-
weightless superfield 

bj>~ FV*+*E?9*b (40) 
with the transformation law (see Eqs.(l6),(34')) 

is 



Introducing Lorentz and 17(4) connections (the latter is just 
V^lnf ) and defining 

V**j Ь**{ Ъл^ь\а ЕА
М9„ (42) 

one finds expression» for all vlelbeins Р д " . Further, changing 
variables from j? to ? ^ or 3?» one finds 
left or right-handed vlelbeins , Their Berezinians, 
according to Eq.de), transform aa ecalars, so they can be put equal 
to some function of the scalar (27) thus obtaining equations 
for the factors h f (40). 

The particular ohoice ., 

leads to the form of f s "p given in Eq.(35). Further, 
itftfS^ J calculated with the above value of F is indeed equal 
to £~* from Eq.(32). 

The last step is to calculate the invariant tensors (torsion 
components) using the covariant derivatives already defined. Our 
results agree with those of Ref./7/ but we ought to point out the 
following. The quantity (27) is an invariant of the theory 
although there is no room for it among ths torsion components. 
However, its covariant derivativea do appear as torsion components, 
e.g. i 7 w к i e expressed in terms of "&* X/ , Toi» " 
in terms of ,eto. So, the constraint (28) yields the 
vanishing of all those toralon components. In the framework of real 
superspace geometry is not present. There, however, there is 
the constraint 

which is equivalent to 
7>tV* &AV-0 (43) 

in our language. Kq.(43) implies XT • const which is essential
ly the same as Bq.(28). This explains the agreement between the 
two approaches. 
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9. A Weaker Constraint for the Caae П.- О 

Here we would like to diacuas briefly a weaker constraint on 
the superfield . In this case we find a superanalogue of a 
"notoph"' ' (superspin 0 on-ahell and /„ off-shell) which inter
acts with supergravity. 

Consider the Integral 

taken over $£, * in the left-banded parametrication. According 
to Eq.(34) 

because L. does not depend on < ^ . further, going to the 
right-handed parametrirsation, we find 

because now £ does not depend on <^» • So, Xj, will be 
invariant if 

3fc v _ ° 
which la covariant constraint (the l.h.s. of Bq.(43) transforms as 
a scalar with a chlral weight) weaker than Eq.(28). Notice that the 
quantity 1^ is not real since V is not 1 now. Furthermore, 
we car write down another nontrivial complex invariant 

where 4lZ7"/ is some function of the scalar V • 
The constraint (44) has been solved In the VZ gauge and only 

linearly. The fields A , $ * (23) now remain unconstrained, 
в » 0 , Wa. , V*. becoaw dlvargencalaM and (i^ la expressed 

in terms of Ц/IM at again. In other words, under the weaker 

"' ̂ -W*+4 ,>H«a*, Pa-*-**.+ *•** 
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constraint (43) the auperfield XT describee a superspin /„ multi-
I ̂ AiU6*A, ) • Inserting this linearized solution into 

the action J5 1 « fe T j » o n e finds a sura of the action of 
Ref./1,2/ and an action for the superepin / 2 matter raultiplet. 
The second action ^ % = S t . I ^ produces the superspin /_ kinetic 
terms once again thus allowing to regulate their sign (or eliminate 
them completely). This alternative version is now under investigat
ion. Details will be reported elsewhere. 

10. Concluding Remarks 
We have seen that the usage of the adequate complex geometry 

makes transparent the meaning of the basic facts in all Hal super-
gravity models. Apparently, the results obtained can be generalized 
to the N-2 case and the existence of an H«2 version with local V(±) 
symmetry is plausible. Is there also a version with local 17(2) 
symmetry? Will this remarkable mechanism of auxiliary fields appear
ing as gauge ones work for higher N, e.g.,N>8? 

There exists an opinion Z 1»'» 2 0' that in the component field 
approach anomalies will break down the local V(l) symmetry of the 
new version. However, then superBymmetry will be broken too. Couldn't 
the quantization be performed in a manifestly supersymmetric way 
thus avoiding this difficulty? Even with the most sceptical attitude 
towards these possibilities they are worth a very careful investigat
ion. 

It is a pleasure for the authors to thank Е.Л. Ivanov for valu
able remarks, and L. Litov for discussions. 

' Remarkably, on-jshell this multiplet of fields describes 
superspin 0. The divergenceleee vector \fyx is the field strength 
of a notoph ' ' (spin 0 on-ahell, spin 1 off-shell). 
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D11-80-13 The Proceedings of the International Conference 
on Systems and Techniques of Analytical Comput
ing and Their Applications in Theoretical 
Physics. Dubna, 1979. 8.00 

D4-80-271 The Proceedings of the International Symposium 
on Few Particle Problems in Nuclear Physics. 
Dubna, 1979. 8.50 

D4-80-385 The Proceedings of the International School on 
Nuclear Structure. Alushta, 1980. 10.00 

Orders for the above-mentioned books can be sent at the address: 
Publishing Department, JINR 

Head Post Office, P.O.Box 79 101000 Moscow, USSR 



Гальперин А . С , Огиевецкий В.И.,' Сокачев Э.С. Е2-81-851! 
Внутренние геометрии I супергравитаций 

Первая часть доклада посвящена рассмотрению линеаризованных I суперграви
таций. Во второй, основной части обсуждаются комплексные геометрии, внутренне 
присущие различным I супергравитациям. Особое внимание уделено новому варианту 
г. локальной U(1) симметрией. Он связан со специальным неминимальным случаем 
(п-0), обладающим замечательным свойством сохранения суперобъемэ С^>* супер-
пространства. Вследствие этого факта березиниан замены переменных от левой 
к правой параметризации R 4.* якляется безразмерным скаляром. Этот геометриче
ский инвариант следует ограничить, чтобы получить действие. Решение такого 
ограничения на векторный и спинорный лредпогенциалы в калибровке Весса-Зумино 
приводит к новой супергравитации с 12+12 полями и локальной U(l) симметрией. 
Кратко обсуждается возможное ослабление этого ограничения /вариант с 16+16 
полями/. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1981 
Galperin A.S., Ogievetsky V. I., Sokatchev E.S. E2-81-851» 
Geometries Inherent to N»1 Supergravities 

The first part of the talk is devoted to a consideration of linearized 
N=1 supergravities. The second, main part deals with complex geometries inhe
rent to different N=1 supergravities. A special attention is paid to a new 
version with local symmetry. It is connected to the special nonminimal case 
(n=0) having a remarkable property of supervolume preservation in C*>* super-
space. Therefore the superdeterminant of change of variables from left to 
right-handed R*>,4 parametrizatlon is a dimensionless scalar. This geometric 
Invariant has to be comstrained to obtain an action. Solving such a constraint 
on vector and spinor prepotentials in Wess-Zumino gauge one obtains the new 
supergravity with 12+12 fields and local symmetry. A possible relaxation of 
this constraint is briefly considered (16+16 fields version). 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Keiearch. Oubna 1981 
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